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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-254/85009(DRS);50-265/85010(DRS)

Docket No. 50-254; 50-265 License No. DPR-29; DPR-30

Licensee: ' Commonwealth Edison Company
P. O. Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

,

Facility Name:- Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 & 2
,

Inspection At: Cordova, Illinois

Inspection Conducted: March 18-22, 1985

f &:Y
Inspector: P. R. Wohld Mi/A-~ -

>

Date
,

1

Approved By: W. G. uldemond, Chief 4'//W
Operational Programs Section Date

Inspection Summary
(

Inspection on March 18-22, 1985 (Report No. 50-254/85009(DRS); 50-265/85010(DRS))
Areas Inspected: Routine, announced inspection of pump and valve inservice
testing program implementation; visual observation of valve stroke; pump4

vibration testing; residual heat removal service water pump testing; AC
motor-operated valve surveillance; and maximum allowed valve stroke time.,

The inspection involved a total of 68 inspector-hours including 28
inspector-hours offsite by one NRC inspector and 3 inspector-hours onsite
during off shifts.
Results: Of the 6 areas inspected, no items of noncompliance or deviations
were identified in 5 areas; an item of noncompliance was identified in the
remaining area (failure to provide documented instructions for activities
affecting quality - Paragraph 2).
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DETAILS

1.- Persons Contacted

f *R. Bax, Superintendent, Production
*N. Griser, = Lead QA Auditor
*N. Kalivianakis, Plant Manager
J. Koenes, Vibration Test Engineer

*T. Lihou, Technical Staff Supervisor
G. Price, Assistant Superintendent, Maintenance

*R. Robey, Assistant Superintendent, Operations
*C. Smith, Quality Control Supervisor

.

*G. Spedl, Assistant Superintendent, Technical Service
*T. Tamlyn, Superintendent, Technical Services
*D. VanPelt, Assistant Superintendent Maintenance
R. Walsh, Shift Control Room Engineer

*J. Wethington,' Quality Assurance Engineer

Denotes those attending the exit interview on March 22, 1985.*

Additional plant. technical'and administrative personnel were contacted by
the inspector during the course of the inspection.

2. Pump and Valve Inservice Testing Program Implementation

The licensee's pump and valve inservice test program implementation was
reviewed to verify compliance with Appendix B of 10 CFR 50; 10 CFR 50.55a(g);
and Subsections IWP and IWV of Section XI of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler'and Pressure Vessel Code (1974 edition
with addenda through Summer 1975) and included review of administrative and
surveillance procedures for inservice testing, review of test results and
documentation, and observation of performance testing of the Unit 2 Residual
Heat Removal Service Water (RHR SW) pumps.

The licensee has not received approval from the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission for Code testing exception requests in its second ten year i

test interval program submittal (per 10 CFR 50.55a(g)); hence, the-
licensee has continued testing in accordance with the first ten year test
program. This inspection was based on implementation of the first ten year
test program.

The inspector found .that the licensee had implemented the program and was
conducting pump and valve inservice tests in accordance with appropriate
schedules and approved test procedures except as noted below. Both pump
and valve testing were perfomed with the appropriate determination of
equipment operability or need for increased trequency testing being made
in a timely manner. Personnel observed during the conduct of testing
perfonned their tasks with~ the proper knowledge of test requirements and
in a professional manner.

While conducting the inspection, it became apparent that administrative
instructions were not adequate, in several respects, to ensure the long
term viability of the inservice test program. Assignments of responsibility
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for the program were not documented by instruction and certain technical
instructions were not adequate or were incomplete.

Details were discussed with the licensee primarily with respect to the
QAP 350 series of inservice testing program administrative procedures-
which provide program technical instructions. A few of the items discussed
where the instruction were not adequate included: (1)specifyinglogging

-

the first valve stroke as the surveillance test stroke time for the record,
for initial-operability determination, and for trending so that the intent
of subparagraph IVW-1100 of the Code can be met in verifying valve opera-
tional readiness and conditions adverse to quality can be detected per the

-requirements of Criterion XVI in Appendix B of 10 CFR; (2) changing
corrective action requirements for valves stroked once per refueling outage
or cold shutdown so that code requirements for increased frequency testing
or corrective action will be met; (3) specifying the trending of test data,
subsequent evaluation responsibilities by knowledgeable reviewers, and the
initiation of corrective actions as-appropriate to meet the corrective
action requirements in Criterion XVI in Appendix B of 10 CFR 50; (4)
completing the procedure valve lists to agree with the program submitted
to NRC; and (5) identifying IST program review requirements for adding or
modifying testing as a result of plant design changes and modifications.

The-failure to have administrative instructions-defining responsibility
for the inservice test program and to adequately define program technical
requirements that satisfy the ASME Code and the requirements of Criterion
XVI in Appendix B of.10 CFR 50 is considered an item of noncompliance
(254/85-009-01(DRS);265/85-010-01(DRS)).

No other items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

3. Visual Observation of Valve Stroking -

Subsection IWV-3300 states that "All valves with remote position
. indicators,' which during plant operation are inaccessible for direct
observation, shall be visually observed...to confirm that remote valve
indications accurately reflect valve operation." In addition, ASME Code
interpretation XI-1-79-18 states "It is the intent of Section XI...to
require that all valves, accessible and inaccessible, that have remote
valve indicators be visually checked...to verify that' remote valve
indications accurately reflect valve operation." -The licensee stated
that remote valve indications are checked for inaccessible valves only,
and that they were unaware of the Code interpretation. The inspector-
also noted that stroke timing of valves is generally performed by
observing the light indicators in the control room which may not indicate
actual valve stem movement. The licensee agreed to review the valve
stroke test procedures and revise them as necessary. -In the interim, the
licensee agreed to ensure that all Unit 2 accessible valve stem positions
were properly reflected in the main control room prior to Unit 2 startup.
Unit 1 valve stem positions will be verified by June 1,1985. This will
be accomplished either by observation per the ASME' Code or by evaluation of
other evidence showing that valves are moving to their correct, safety-
relatedpositioninagreementwiththeremoteposition' indicators (main
control room indicating lights). This is considered an unresolved item
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pending completion of comitments by the licensee and further review by the
inspector (OS4/85-009-02(DRS);265/85-010-02(DRS)).

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Pump Vibration Testing

The licenset was noted to have.an excellent vibration program implemented
by the plant maintenance department, separate from -inservice testing
requirements. The program includes monthly measurements of both motor and
pump vibrations; horizontal, vertical, and axial measurements were taken

'using appropriate equipment and techniques; data was logged such that
trends could be observed; and trends were evaluated by a well trained,
competent individual in the vibration area. The licensee cited several
examples where the testing and data evaluation was used successfully for
the early identification of equipment degradation. Maintenance was
scheduled and corrective action taken early that averted later, more
significant equipment damage. The licensee also cited an additional
benefit in that suspected problems have been confirmed not.to exist by
vibration tests, thereby preventing the need for more extensive preventive
maintenance, trouble shooting, or equipment outage.

The licensee's inservice test program vibration testing (separate from
the maintenance department programs) was adequate to meet requirements
(except for data trending which is mentioned in Paragraph 2). The inspector
suggested that the licensee consider combining the maintenance and inservice
testing programs to avoid duplication of data collection and associated
efforts.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

5. Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHR SW) Pump Testing

The inspector observed testing of the Unit 2, RHR SW-pumps. The testing {
was performed in a professional manner by competent personnel; however,. j
while no problems were identified with the conduct of the' test, it appeared i

to the inspector that additional detail or clarification of testing intent
would be desirable in the written procedure. For instance, valve
verifications were specified in the procedure without direction as to '

whether this was to be performed by valve stem observation, exercising
the valve handwheel. plant operator confidence in valve position, or
other means; verification that Technical Specification operability ~
requirements were met was poorly presented in a " Note" in the procedure
where it could easily be missed and appeared to be initially overlooked
during testing observed by the inspector; post test restoration was
addressed by an-entry on the data sheet. "All control switches returned
to normal " without direction as to what switches should be checked. The
restoration step was also noted by the inspector to be marked with a
check instead of a signature. The licensee's staff noted the inspector's
comments.in this area.

In observing the. test, significant cavitation noise could be. heard in the
low pressure end of the 2B RHR SW pump at. flows less than accident
condition flow rates. (The cavitation at higher flow rates would be
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worse.) Even though the licensee has had the cavitation noise under
evaluation, the inspector noted that no suction pressure indication was
available to help address the problem. Suction pressure measurement is
an inservice test requirement (unless relief is requested and approved)
which would also be a valuable tool in assuring acceptable suction piping
conditions and ir. troubleshooting cavitation noise. While a request for
relief from measuring pump suction pressure has been submitted to NRC,
the inspector recommended that suction pressure gauges be installed to
facilitate monitoring pump suction conditions and help resolve the
cavitation problems noted. The installation of pump suction gauges for
inservice testing is considered an open item pending implementation and
subsequent inspection of the licensee's second ten year inservice test
program (254/85009-03(DRS);265/85010-03(DRS)).

No. items of. noncompliance or deviations were identified.

6. AC Motor-0perated Valve Surveillance

The inspector noted that Code requirements for valve stroke timing'do not
address AC motor-operated valve (MOV) degradation.other than total failure
to stroke. The licensee's staff agreed with'this assessment, indicating
that motor-operated valve degradation has not been identified by valve
stroke time increases. The maintenance supervisor indicated that MOV
current trace techniques have been under consideration to monitor valve
condition and that maintenance procedures are currently under development
for " environmentally qualified" valves used in harsh environments; however,
no 'proceduralized, formal preventive maintenance program has been in effect
for valves; A review of licensee event reports for the last twelve months
indicates a number of valve failures that may have been prevented by an
effective preventive maintenance program. ~Since the licensee meets the Code
requirements for MOV surveillance and has preventive maintenance procedures
under. development, the inspector has no further questions at this time.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

7. Maximum Allowed Valve Stroke Time

Subsection IWV of Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
require licensee's to specify maximum allowable stroke times for power
operated valves; however, it-does not provide the criteria to be used in
selecting a stroke time.' The inspector noted that the licensee specified
maximum allowable stroke time for a given valve was generally based on the
system response time or other time limit extracted from the plant technical
specifications, FSAR, etc. The time-limit was not necessarily chosen'to
be indicative of component' operability or degradation. In many cases, when
no system response time has been specified in the FSAR or Technical Specifi-
cations, no valve stroke time limit has been specified.

Determination of the acceptability of maximum allowable stroke times will

be tracked as an open item pending approval of the second ten-y(ear inspectioninterval program and subsequent inspector review (254/85009-04 DRS);
265/85010-04(DRS)).

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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8. Open Items

Open items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee, which
will be reviewed further by the inspector, and which involve some action
on the part of the NRC or licensee or both. An open item disclosed during
the inspection is discussed in Paragraph 7.

9. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order.to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of
noncompliance, or deviations. An unresolved item disclosed during the
inspection is discussed in Paragraph 3.

10. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives-(denoted in Paragraph 1)
on March 22, 1985, to discuss the scope and findings of the inspection.
The licensee acknowledged the statements made'by the inspector with
respect to items discussed -in the ' report. The inspector also discussed
the likely informational content of the inspection report with regard to
documents or processes reviewed by the inspector during the inspection.
The licensee did not identify any such documents / processes as proprietary.
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